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Approximation of the Spectrum of an Operator

Given by the Magnetohydrodynamic

Stability of a Plasma

By Yves Jaccard and Hugo Evéquoz

Abstract. The study of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of a plasma in a toroidal

configuration leads to a problem of computing the spectrum of a noncompact selfadjoint

operator T. The spectrum of T will be approximated by the eigenvalues of Th, a Galerkin

approximation of T.

We present a two-dimensional model problem with two components containing most

difficulties arising in the physical problem. We give subspaces and prove sufficient conditions

for obtaining convergence using partial regularity of T.

1. Introduction. We consider an equilibrium plasma in a toroidal geometry ß .

Linearizing the evolution equations near the equilibrium position characterized by

the magnetic field B0, the pressure p0 and the density p0, the Eulerian equations can

be written in the form

(i.i) p0(a,)2?=JF(|),

where £ is the displacement in the variables of Lagrange and where

F(£) = grad(£ grad p0 + y/>0div£)

O-2) 1 .       . .     .
+ ^(rotfi0Af3+rotßA50)

with Q = rot(£ AB0); see [7,p. 252].

In order to study the stability of this equilibrium, we search solutions of (1.1) of

the form

(1.3) í(x,í) =Ç(x)e"*'.

Using integration by parts, the potential energy

(1.4) Wpií) = -\ji-F(i)dx

can be written in the following symmetric form

Wp(l) = \ / {| rot(? AÍ0) + (n0 • |)(¿ A n0) |2 + y/>0(div¡)2

(1.5) 2V

-("o • £)Oo A »o)(^o • v)«o) dx,
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444 YVES JACCARD AND HUGO EVÉQUOZ

where jQ = rot Ä0/4I1 and n0 = -| grad p0 \'x grad p0 is the external unit normal to

the isobar.

Moreover, by the energy principle, |(jc) is a stationary point of the form

(1.6) Wp(í)-Wcit),

where

1
(1.7) WM) /Polll2

Jo
dx

is the kinetic energy.

Then the solutions (1.3) belong to the invariant subspaces of the selfadjoint

operator T defined by

(1.8) a(Tlí) = b(lí)

for all displacement f, where a(-, • ) and bi ■, ■ ) are sesquilinear forms such that

ail |) = Wpil) and ¿(?, |) = Wß)/t*2.
On the other hand, 1/co2 belongs to the spectrum of T and the stability criterion

bears upon the sign of w2.

Supposing the revolution symmetry of the equilibrium system relative to the axis

Oz. Parametrizing the toroidal domain ß^ by the cylindrical coordinates (r, <p, z),

eliminating the angular variable <p by means of Fourier series and by a change of the

two other independent variables in some polar-like coordinates using physical

properties of B0, p0 and p0, we describe a section of the torus with specific variables

is, x) lying in the rectangular domain ß = [0,1] X [0,211]. The magnetic surfaces

are given by the equation í = constant.

Applying simultaneously a change of the dependent variables (£r, £ , £z) -»

( X, Y, V), Wpd) and Wciï) can be written

Wp n  f dsj\ 4*,tV

qr4B2
d„X+inX\   +

q^s

d.X+d„V\2

+
qr2B2

^ss2

^(T-x)+s^v)+ser(^xX+mx)

(1.9) -st\ — o„K + mV I H-;—X
rqB¡

+
ypor

qr\
dsir2X) + dxir2V) + q[\ir2Y) + iw2y)

8rKr2xPss2

(1.10)   Wc=",«/1Hfiï|,+i,y|!+H,?+r-,,f)-
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The quantities \ps, r, q, Bp, 6,jv, and K depend on the geometry Qp and on the fields

B0 andp0; see [1] and [5].

In order to eliminate the singularity of (1.9) and (1.10) for s = 0, we consider the

operator T associated to a plasma without vacuum region evolving in a toroidal

crown (let us mention that this singularity is such that the space of displacements is

not a product space; see [6, Annexe A]).

The spectral convergence of a Galerkin discretization of T for a one-dimensional

plasma situation has been studied by J. Rappaz [8]. The two-dimensional problem

involves new types of difficulties and requires other methods of treatment. In

particular, V and Y admit in (1.9) only one partial derivative with respect to x, and

this fact requires the construction of an unconventional Sobolev space. On the other

hand, an untraditional result of directional and global regularity of the operator

allows for coupling terms of (1.9).

For the sake of simplicity, we shall however restrict ourselves here to a similar

two-component problem. In our thesis, we have obtained results for a rather general

framework which includes in particular the one-dimensional plasma situation studied

by J. Rappaz in [8]. On the other hand, H. Evéquoz analyzes in [3] a nonconforming

finite element method for the same type of problem. These numerical schemes are

used successfully in several laboratories for plasma physics, in particular in the

CRPP of the Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne.

Let us describe a theoretical general method for spectral approximation of T

(Galerkin's method): Let U be a complex Hubert space with scalar product (-, -)v

and (f-4}0<A<1 be a family of closed subspaces. Let T: U -> U and Th: Uh-> Uh be

the operators defined by aiTu, v) = 2>(u, v) Vu, v G U and aiThu, v) = ¿>(m, v)

V u, v G Uh, where a( ■, • ) and ¿>( •, • ) are continuous sesquilinear forms (linear in the

first argument and antilinear in the second). We suppose that a( •, • ) is coercive on

U. Letph: U -» Uh be the (•, -^projection.

J. Descloux, N. Nassif and J. Rappaz showed in [2] that the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of Th are "good approximations" of the spectrum and invariant

subspaces of Tif the following properties hold:

(PI) lim sup        \\(l-ph)Tu\\u = 0.
h~° ueuh: ||a||l/=l

(P2) lim ||(7-/»J«||£/ = 0,   Vue I/.

When T is compact, the following classical proposition shows that (P2) implies (PI).

Proposition 1.1. Let B be a Banach space with norm \\ ■ \\ B and Z: B -* U a linear

continuous operator. If property (P2) holds and ifZis compact, then we have

lim        sup       \\il — ph)Zu\\u = 0.
h^°  u<EB; ||u|lt,= l

In this paper, we shall construct a family of finite element subspaces {Uh)0<:h^i

associated to the preceding MHD stability problem for which we shall verify that

conditions (PI) and (P2) are satisfied.

2. The Exact Problem. Partial Regularity of the Operator. Let ß = (0,1) X (0,1)

C R2. We denote by ix, y) the independent variables in R2.

Let <$ = {u/ß | u G C°°(R X [0,1]), u is 1-periodic in the variable x) C C°°(ß)

and ^o = {u G ty \ Be > 0 depending on u such that supp(w) C [0,1] X [e, 1 — e]}.
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Let Vx be the completion of "D for the norm

ll«ll,,a = (ll»llo,ß+ll3^llu,a+ll3,"ll^)1/2

(II • II0 ß is the norm in L2(ß)), Ux be the closure of ^ in Vx, V2 be the completion

of ^ for the norm ||mH1>Xi0 = (II «II0,0 + H 9*« H o,o)1/2> ̂2 be the closure of % in V2

(we have U2 = V2), V = ' Vx X V2 with the norm

ll«llK=(ll«,ll2,0+ll«2ll1,x>0),/2)

where u = (ux, u2) G V and U = Ux X U2. We denote by (•, -)v the scalar product

of F which induces the norm || • || v.

Consider the hermitian sesquilinear forms a(-, •) and ¿>(-, •): VX V-» C defined

by a(«, v) = \d\.v]*A\u] and biu, v) = j0{v}*B{u] where A (resp. B) is a 5 X 5

(resp. 2X2) hermitian matrix with coefficients in 6D, [u] ='(«', dxux, dyux, u2, 3xm2),

[v] ='ivx,dxvx,ayvx, v2, dxv2), {u} ='(«', w2) and {v} ='ivx, v2). Suppose that a(-, •)

is coercive on Í/, and define the linear continuous selfadjoint operator 7: U -> Uby

aiTu, v) = biu, v) Vu, v G U.

Theorem 2.1. If u G U, then itiJTu G U VO «s i < 2, a/id r/iere existe c > 0

independent of u such that

2

2 ii(axV7iiiiK<ciiKii„.
1=0

The proof which relies strongly on the property of periodicity of U is obtained in

[6] by the differential quotient method; see, for example, [4].

3. Discretization Subspaces. The choice of the subspaces is connected to the

coupling terms. Using the same subspaces for each component of the one-dimen-

sional problem, Rappaz shows, for example in [8], the existence of a suite of

eigenvalues of Th that converges in the resolvent set of T. This type of phenomenon,

so-called "spectral pollution", can appear when property (PI) is unsatisfied. The

intuitive argument that suggests the choice of the discretization subspaces is the

following:

Let Sai " ) ' ) be the part of a( ■, ■ ) exclusively constituted by coupling terms. Setting

a0(-, •) = a(-, ■) — Sai-, '), we define TQ and R by a0(T0u, v) = b(u, v) and

a0(Ru, v) = Sa(u, v). We have the relation

(7 + R)(T- Th) = T0- T0h - (Ä - Rh)Th.

Supposing (PI) for TQ, we must prove a similar property for R. For the term

fa Byt/'tJ2, the approximation property holds when o^«1 belongs to the subspace

discretizing the second component. In this way, we choose a subspace Uh = U¡¡ X U¿

such that 3V«' and u2 have the same form, Vm = (ux, u2) G Uh.

Let 77'(0,1) be the Sobolev space of the functions /G 72(0,1) such that /' G

L2(0,1), HX#(Q, 1) = {/ G H\0,1) |/(0) = fil)} and H¿(0,1) = {/ G 7/'(0,1) |/(0)

= /(l) = 0}.
For r,, r2 G N, we denote by Pr r the space of polynomials of two variables of

degree < r] in the first variable and < r2 in the second one. Pr is the space of

polynomials of one variable of degree < /-,.
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For 0 < h < 1 such that Nh = l/h G N, let x¡ = ih and y =jh VO *£ i, j < Nh,

Ru = (*,-i> *,) X iy_x, y) VI < i, j < Nh and % = {RÍJ \\<i,j< Nh). Let

r G N, r > 1 be fixed. Define

u> = {u e ux | «/A g prf vä g §iA},

Uh2 = {u G Í/2 I M/Ä G Prr_, VA G <&„} ,

and i/A = <7A' X i/A2. Note that i/A2 contains discontinuous functions if Nh > 2. Set

p„(o,i) = {/g//¿(o,i)|//(*,_„x,) ep,vi </<;vA},

ßj(0,1) = {/G ff0'(0,1) |// (^_„ ») G Pr VI <j < 7VA},

ô2(0,1) = {/G L2(0,1) |// (jj.,, y) G Pr_, VI <; < N„).

One can verify that

u¿ = P„(o, i) 9 ßi(o, i).= i 2 /*(*)«,(*) l/„ e />A(o, i), gn g gA(o, i), / g n|,

and U2 = P„iO, 1) 9 Q2(0,1).

The essential property of Uh which will allow us to prove condition (PI) is the

following: if u = (ux, u2) G Uh, then dyux(x, •) and u2(x, •) are both in the same

space QliO, 1) \fx G (0,1). This property is used in the proof of Lemma 5.3.

Define furthermore the infinite-dimensional subspaces W¡¡ = 77¿(0,1) ® QliO, I),

W2 = #¿(0,1) 9 QliO, 1) and Wh = Wx X W2. We have Uh C Wh C U.

4. Results. Let ph: U -* t/A be the (•, -^-projection.

Theorem 4.1. There exists eh > 0 w/'r/j limA_0 eh = 0 smc/i r/iar

ll(7-pA)r«||(,<eJ|«||K   V«£ WA.

Theorem 4.2. limA_0||(7 -ph)u\\v = 0 V« G U.

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that the properties (PI) and (P2) are simultaneously

satisfied for the triples (U, {Uh}0<h<x, T) and (U, {W/a}0<a«i, 7).

5. Proof. The density of ^ X tf)0 in U and classical results of interpolation imply

Theorem 4.2. Let us prove Theorem 4.1 in some detail.

For n G N, we denote by H"(£l) the completion of ^ for the norm

1/2

i«n,.,,,o=Î2ii(3,)'«iiâ.0)

Let

H£(0,1) = {/G 72(0,1) |/<" G L2(0,1) VO < i < rt,/(,)(0)

= /(,)(l)V0</<«- 1}

with the norm II / II„i(0)I) = (2,"=0II/(')ll^(0,l))1/2 (II • ll0.(o,,) is the norm in L2(0,1)).

We have that U2 = V2 = //x(ß).

Let ai-,-): Hx(ti) X HX(Q) -> C and ß(-, •): 72(ß) X H¡(Q) - C be the two

sesquilinear forms defined by

aiu,v)=    2     íakj(tíx)kuidx)kv    and   ß(u,v) = f ßu(\)qv,
Jo Jo

k.k = 0
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where ak k, ß G tf) and 0 < q < 1. Suppose that a(-, •) is coercive on 77x(ß), and

define S: L2(ß) -* 77x(ß) by aiSu, v) = /?(«, v) Vu G tf^ß), u G L2(ß). We re-

mark that Su G 77x(ß) Vw G //'(ß). This property can be proven with the same

arguments as in Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 5.1. There exists eA > 0 with limA_0 ̂  — 0 SU£h that Vw G 77£(0,1)

® ÔA2(0,1) 3wh G t/A2 *zto/>mg IIS« - wA|| lx<a < £A||u\\q>x>Q.

The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given at the end of the paper for the case where

coefficients ak k and ß are independent of y.

Define the hermitian sesquilinear forms ax0(-, ■): Ux X Ux -> C, al(-, ■): U2 X

U2^C and a0(-, •), 5a(-, ): UXU-^C by a^u1, u1) = a((u\0),(v\0)),

a2iu2,v2) = aHO,u2),iO,v2)), a0iu,v) = ax0iux,vx) + a20iu2,v2) and 5a(«, ») =

a(w, «) - a0(w, u) Vw = («', w2), ü = (o1, u2) G U. a0(-, •) (resp. ax0i-, ■), a^(-, •))

is coercive on t/(resp. on Ux, on U2).

Define the operators T0, R: U -> t/ by a0(ro«, t>) = ¿>(u, v) and a0iRu, v) =

Saiu, v) Vm, u G U.

Lemma 5.2. There exists eh > 0 wzrVi hmA^0 eA = 0 smc/î r/zar

\\(I-ph)T0u\\v<eh\\u\\v   Vue wh.

Proof. Suppose that B22 = 0- In this case, T0 is compact by compactness of the

injection from Ux into L2(ß). Thus, the lemma follows from Proposition 1.1 and

Theorem 4.2.

By linearity, we can suppose now that biu, v) = )aB22u2v2. By Proposition 5.1

with «(-,•) = al(-, ■), ß = B22 and q = 0, T0u = (0, Su2) and Vü G Wh2 C L2(0,1)

9 Q2(0,1), 3wh G Uh2 such that ||Sv - wh\\ lx0 <eh\\vIIoi2. Consequently

\\(I - ph)T0u\\y^ \\Su2 - wh\\UxM^ eju\\y.    D

Lemma 5.3. There exists eh > 0 with limA^0 eA = 0 such that Vu G Wh satisfying

(3x)'h G Wh V0 < / < 2. We /laue

11(7 -pjÄiiiiK<eA 2 II(M'«Hk-
í = 0

/Voo/. It suffices to prove Lemma 5.3 separately for each term of ôa(-, ■). We

shall do it for two of them. The proofs are similar for the other ones.

Consider first the case where Saiu, v) = ¡ü A25dxu2dxvx.

We define the space E - {u G U\ (3x)'u G U V0 < z < 2} with norm ||«||£ =

2,2=i II(3x)'m|| v. We show that R: E -> t/ is compact by the assumption of periodic-

ity, Saiu, v) = -JadxiA25dxu2)vx. Since dxiA2Sdxu2) G L2(ß) V« G E, R: E - i/is

compact by the compactness of the injection from Ux into L2(ß). By Theorem 4.2

and Proposition 1.1, ||(7 — ph)Ru\\y < ejltril F V» G £.

We treat next the term áa(w, u) = /ñ A35dxu2dyvx.

Let m G WA be such that (3x)'u G WA V0 < i < 2 and n> G Ux be defined by

abiw, <P) — 8aiu,i<p,0)) V<p G £/'. In this proof, eA is a generic positive function of h

such that limA^0 eh = 0 and c is a generic positive constant. Moreover eA and c are

independent of u. Since ax0i-, •) is hermitian and coercive on £/', it is possible to

show that 3a > 0 such that A^ix, y)> o V(x, v) G ß. Set z = A35dxu2/A33. Then
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z G /7x(ß) and llzll2,x,ß *= cll«ll£. Using the arguments of the proof of Proposition

5.1, it is possible to show the existence of zh G Uh2 such that IIz — zA||, xQ <

eJl^lk^eJlMlU.
Define t, rA G Vx  by 3y = z, dyth = zA, r(x,0) = rA(x,0) = 0 Vx G (0,1). Set

dix, y) = y ■ r(x, 1) and dhix, y) = y ■ rA(x, l),t = t- d and r"A = th- dh. Then:

\\t\\2,K,n+\\*yt\\2,x,o.^c\\z\\2^^c\\u\\E,

2 \\(^Yd\\2,x,a<c\\ti-,l)\\2ÁOA)^c(\\t\\2^a+\\dyt\\2^)<c\\u\\E,

7=0

(O II' - íJIi.x,b + WM' - h)\U,x,a < c\\z - zJhXia < eA||«||.£,

Wd - dJI,,,, < c(lU - iAll,,x,ß + \\dy(t - iA)ll,,x,n) < ej|«||£,

Wt-ih\\x^^eh\\u\\E,

t and fA G V\ and, since f(x,0) = f"A(x,0) = t\x, I) = i"A(x, 1) = 0, Vx G (0,1), t

and th G U].

Using the essential property of Uh mentioned in Section 3, we prove that th G Í7A:

Set zA(x, y) = I„ fnix)g„iy), where /„ G P_h(0,1) and g„ G ß2(0,1). Let g„ be de-

fined by dgjdy = g„, g„(0) = 0. We have rA(x, y) = 1„ f„(x)<p„iy), where <p„(y) =

g„iy) - ygnil)- Since <p„ G ÔA(0, £_/, G 7>A(0,1) 9 gA(0,1) = Ux. Define w, and

w2 G W1 by ax0iwx, v) = füA33dyÑyv- ax0it, v) Vu G Ux and ax0iw2, v) = aj/y, u)

Vu G Ux.

We prove that the operator which associates w, G t/1 to r G {\p G 77x(ß) | 3^ G

/7x(ß)} with the norm ||^|| 2 x ß + IIdy\pII2x„ is compact. We have

ÍA33dytty-ax0(t,v)

= -{ t{Axlv + A2i 3xu + A3X 3vu )
■'a

- jdxt(AX2v + A22dxv + A32dyv) - JAx3dytv- JA23dytdxv.

Since t and 3xr G V1, the only term for which the compactness is not evident is

-lü^yt^o. Let dx(A2ßyt) G L2(ß) and -faA23dytdxv' = fadx(A23dyt)v. Thus the

operator associating w, to t is compact. Consequently, Theorem 4.2 and Proposition

1.1 imply the existence of wlh G t/A such that

(2) IK-w1A||uß<EA(lkll2,x,ß+ ||9y/||2iX,n) <£JI«II£.

In the same way, by the compactness of the injection from {\p G //x(ß) | i<jy)J\p G

H2iQ) V0 «S j < 2}, with norm 2j=0\\(dy)Jip\\ XxM, into V1, 3w2A G U¿ such that

2

(3) ll^-^/.llt.a««*  2 Hi*y)Jd\\2,x.a<eh\\u\\B.
j=0
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We prove that w — t + h>, + vv2. For u G Ux, we have

al0(w-t,v) =  ÍA35dxu2dv - al0it, v) + al0(d, v)

= ÍA33dtdv - ax0it,v) + ax0(d,v) = ax0iwx + w2,v),
JQ

i.e., w = t + wx + w2 since t G I/1. Set wh = th + wXh + w2h G t/A-

By (1), (2), and (3), we finally obtain that

\\(I - ph)Ru\\v< \\w - wh\\XM< Eh\\u\\ E.    D

Define ||«||flo = (a0(u, «))1/2 Vw G U, and set ||Ä||flo = supuet/.l|li|lao=1||Ä«|l0o.

Lemma 5.4. \\R\\ao< 1.

Proof. Since R is selfadjoint, it is sufficient to prove that its spectrum a(7<) C

(-1,1). We prove that the form ax(u, v) = aQiu,v) + XSaiu, v) is coercive on U

VA G [-1,1]. By coerciveness of a0(-, •), 3a > 0 such that min(a(w, u), a0iu, u)) >

ff||«||J.ViiE I/. Let we t/be fixed. If\G[0,1],

ax(u,u)=Xaiu,u) +il - \)a0(u,u)> (\a + (1 - \)o)\\u\\2v= a\\u\\2v.

UX G [-1,0], set u = (K',-w2)andso

<jx(w, u) = a0(u, u) - XSaiv, v) = a_xiv, v) > a\\v\\2y = a\\u\\2y.

Consequently, if X G [-1,1], X ¥^ 0, we havea0((7 + XR)u, v) = axiu, u) Vm, u G U

and, by coerciveness, 7 + XÄ:i/->t/isan isomorphism. Letting X vary, we obtain

that oiR) C (-1,1).    D

It is not difficult to prove that Wh is a closed subspace in U. Define then I1A:

U -> Uh and ÊA: U -» Wh the a0(-, -)-projections.

Lemma 5.5. Let n G N be fixed. IfuG U satisfies the relation (3x)'w G U V0 < z <

rz, i/ze/z (3x)'flAM G IfA V0 < z < n and there exists c > 0 independent of u and of h

such that

$Wi9x)'tLl,u\\y<c 2 ll(3x)'«llK.
(=0 ;=0

This lemma can be proven with arguments similar to those in the proof of

Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let u G Wh. In this proof, eA denotes a generic function of h

such that limA_0eA = 0 and c represents a generic positive constant. Moreover, eA

and c are independent of zz. For u G U, we have a0((7 + 7<)7«, u) = a(7w, u) =

a0(rozz, u). Thus, Tu = T0u — RTu. Consequently, we have that

11(7 - nj7iiiiao < ii(/ - nA)r0«nao + „(/ - nA)7mArM||ao

+ ||(7-nA)7<(7-nA)7zz||ao.

By Lemma 5.2,

ll(7-nA)T0«iiao<cii(7-JpA)r0«iiF<eAi|M||^.

By Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 5.5 and 5.3,

2

ii(7-nA)ÄnArM|iao<cii(7-jpA)i?nArz/ii(,<£A 2 \\idx)'tihTu\\y<eh\\u\\y.
/ = 0
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Moreover,

ll(7-nA)A(7-ftA)r«iiao<iiAiiaji(7-nA)r«iiûo<ii7îiiaoH(7-ûA)r«iiao

since Uh C Wh. Consequently,

ll(7-nA)r«iiao<ejw||K+iiÄiiaou.(7-nÄ)r«iiao.

By Lemma 5.4, HÄllao< 1 and consequently ||(7 - IIA)7u||ao < eA||«|| v. Finally,

\\(I-ph)Tu\\y^c\\(I-l\h)Tu\\a^zh\\u\\y.    D

We prove now Proposition 5.1. For the sake of simplicity we shall suppose that

the coefficients akkand ß are independent of the variable y, and we give the proof in

this case.

Define the sesquilinear forms à(-, •): 77¿(0,1) X 77¿(0,1) -> C and /?(•,•):

L2(0,1) X 77¿(0, l)-»Cby

Hf,g)=   2    Çak;kix)f^êUx   and   ß(f,g)=fß(x)f^dx.

ai-, ■) is coercive on 77¿(0,1). Let S: L2(0,1) -» 77¿(0,1) be defined by á(S/, g) =

/?(/,g)VgG77¿(0,l),/GL2(0,l).

Lemma 5.6. Let u(x, v) =/(x)g(y), Wzere / a«<7 g G L2(0,1). Then 5w(x, v) =

(S/)(*)g(y).

Proo/. One uses test functions in 77¿(0,1) 9 L2(0,1) and the density of 77¿(0,1) 9

L2(0,1) in 77x(0,1).    G

Lemma 5.7. There exists eA > 0 wzzTz limA^0 eA = 0 such that V/ G 77£(0,1), 3gA G

PA(0,1) satisfying \\ Sf - gh II 1>(0>1) <*Jf II a,(0il).

Proof. By the compactness of the injection from 77¿(0,1) into 77¿(0,1), by density

at the limit (property (P2)) of {PA(0,1)}0<A<C| in 77¿(0,1), and by Proposition 1.1,

there exists eh > 0 with limA^0 eA = 0 such that Vg G //¿(0,1), and there exists

ft, G ̂ (0.1) satisfying llg - gAll,,(o,i) < eJlgll2,(o,i)- BY elliptic regularity of S,
S/G772(0,1) V/ G 772(0,1) and there exists c>0 independent of / such that

IIS/ II 2,(o,i) < ell / II a>(o,i)- Setting g = Sf, we obtain:

lls/-^ll.,(o,i)<«JI5/ll^o,.)<eJI/ll^o,t)-   "=>

Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let (g, | 1 < z < rA} be a (•, -)0(01)-orthonormal basis of

Q2hi0,1). (/■„ = rzVA is the dimension of Q2i0,1).) Let z/(x, >) = 2^, /(x)g,( v) G

771(0,1) 8 ö2(0,1).  By Lemma 5.7,  3¿4 G 7>„(0,1) such that  ||Sf, - fh || ,,«,,!) «

•*ll/llft(Ai) V1 < ' < r*- Set wa(*> ̂ = 2?=,,//à(x)ft(y) S t/A2. By Lemma 5.6, we
have

ns«-»'*iii.,,o=Í2ii4»-Aiif,

<«*( 2 u/i 11^.1)1   =£Ji»iU,^-  D

■/-i
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